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Eurodisc Joy
Bathroom DESiGN
that GivES PLEaSurE
The purest pleasure. Eurodisc Joy returns vitality,
dynamics and creativity to your bathroom and infuses it
with a reviving lightness. Designer features in the range
are reflected in the many small details in the fittings
and ceramics to create a vision which will bring pure
enjoyment each and every day.

For high standards in comfort and design.
The graceful joystick lever is the exceptional
feature in this bathroom range. It is available
in Moon White and Chrome finishes, among
others, and comes as a wall-mounted
product or in many other variations.

RAInSHOWER® ICOn
THE ULTIMATE
STYLE STATEMENT
Offered in a palette of 12 colours, the GROHE Rainshower® Icon headpiece is the ultimate style statement. GROHE have
taken the award-winning halo-shaped design of Rainshower® Icon to the next level. Why stick with convention when you can
have a design that is truly inspirational? A design that challenges the norm and takes a fresh look at how people interact
with their showers. Moreover, the GROHE Rainshower® incorporates water-saving technology right at your fingertips so
you can switch from the Rain Spray pattern to Smart Rain – the same exciting pattern but with a soft, reduced flow. It’s as
simple as sliding the EcoButton on the handle to reduce water consumption by 40%.

SUN

The Lamborghini
of bathroom fittings

The Sun
collection is
the epitome of
basic design,
built around a
clever play of
circular shapes
and reflective
surfaces, made
with attention
to detail, and at
home in any
environment.

The finest Italian
design by ZUCCHETTI
tapware. Often referred
to as the Lamborghini
of bathroom fittings,
ZUCCHETTI has
evolved from the core
value of constant
innovation established
by grandfather Alfredo
85 years ago.

Made in
Italy

WIND
The Wind
collection, with
its sharp, formal
lines, is elegant
and unpretentious,
and is designed
especially for the
growing number
of people who
love simplicity.

MORPHING
The collection ‘with a difference’.
Having already received multiple international design
awards including the Good Design Award 2011 and the
ADI Design Index 2011, the success of the Morphing Collection looks set to continue. Drawing on references form
the traditional ‘bathtub on legs’ the Morphing Vasca bath
is totally innovative in form yet still has a classic aesthetic. From the designer Ludovica+Roberto Palmomba: “We
drew inspiration from some classical shapes and made
them contemporary by using innovative materials such as
Cristalplant®”. Zucchetti.Kos has recently expanded the
range of the Morphing Collection to offer the washbasin
and bath in different coloured options including all white,
black & white and red & white versions.

Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

A fine finish!

Uno Nero

Uno Nickel

Uno Chroma

After years of chrome dominating as the must-have metal, there has been a move away from the
high shine, perfect finish of chrome towards finishes like Nickel and black, that are glamorous
without being ostentatious. Always at the forefront of emerging trends and the latest design
innovations from Europe, the ELEMENTI Uno tapware collection is now available in a chrome,
nickel and black finish offering a complete design solution for your bathroom.

Verona
sophisticated
framed glass
showering
Complement your bathroom with a
luxurious feel, accentuate your visual space
with our latest elegant and sophisticated
framed Verona shower enclosures.

Wall Liner
Quality European Capped
ABS Acrylic Liner
Unlike pure Acrylic and Chinese wall liners,
European Sanitary Grade Capped ABS Acrylic
sheet is more stable, has excellent moulding
capabilities, is high gloss, and is impact and
scratch resistant.
2mm thick sheet is used for both flat wall liners
and moulded wall liners.

Shower Tray

Shower Glass

Shower Doors

Proven Design

Safety First

The safety seal tray design is the
result of 10 years of research and
development resulting in a product that
has proven performance in the New
Zealand market.

To ensure ultimate safety all Elementi
shower enclosures are fitted with 6mm
safety glass doors to AS/NZS 2208
standard.

New Patented Clip
Together Assembly

Front edge
safety lip

Safety Lip

Easy Clean NANO
Protected Glass
Technology
NANO glass (ClearShield) has been
specially developed by Ritec using
advanced NANO technology creating a
non stick surface. This award winning
technology makes glass easier to clean
and resists staining and discolouration.
Simply squeegee and walk away with no
need for harsh abrasives on the glass.

A 5mm Safety Lip on the front edge
of the tray, creates more surface to
silicone preventing leakage from under
the door or extrusion.

Reinforcing
Trays are reinforced with timber
and backed with fibreglass to
ensure self supporting rigidity.

A Taller Superior Door
Having a 1950mm high door is more
user friendly for taller people and allows
a higher position for the shower rose.
Doors are also fitted with large chrome
handle

Smooth Door Rollers
Smooth running lockable stainless steel
double top rollers and spring loaded
double bottom rollers provide effortless
performance. Doors are also fitted with
magnetic seals.

Rear Upstand
A 40mm upstand at the rear of the tray
and interlocking side channels ensure
water stays within the tray. Doors and
liner are fitted within the tray so water
flows back into tray while in use.

Corner locking levers eliminates
needing to drill and screw into the wall
profiles and can be easy adjusted when
required, this is a great feature in new
house installations where some wall
movement may happen, the frame can
simply be readjusted

Ordinary
glass

NANO
protected
glass

Extended Shower Height
All Elementi shower liners are extended height
(1950mm) to allow for the taller customer to set
their shower outlet at a comfortable height

Simple Installation
Patented
Quick Fix System
Installing a Elementi shower has
never been so easy, and can be
quickly adjusted without leaving
unwanted and unsightly drilled
holes. New patented locking
technology eliminates the need
for drilling holes and using fixing
screws to hold the shower door
to the wall profiles. This patented
design will save you time and
money.
With a simple push of
the lever your Elementi
shower is locked and
fitted into place.

Easy Clean Fittings
Removable rollers and door seals also
allow for easy cleaning.

Minimalistic Design
The Square 2 sided shower enclosures
also offer a modern minimalistic design
with less extrusion for easy cleaning

Rest Assured

10
10 Year Warranty*
Elementi showers carry a ten year
warranty from date of purchase. The
most comprehensive warranty of all
showers sold in New Zealand.

Finding
the joy
in little
things

WITH THE NEW WEBSITE NOW
LAUNCHED, THE EXPLORATION
OF NEW WORLDS AND
EXCITING POSSIBILITIES
COULD BEGIN...

The Postit (Cartometro) Toilet Roll Holder is for those of us
who find joy in the little things. This amusing toilet paper
holder will add comedic relief and unwavering functionality to
hip bathrooms. As the toilet paper roll gets lower and lower,
this clever holder captures the tongue-in-cheek panic a user
might experience once the paper runs out. Equipped with
reliable mounting hardware, the sturdy holder promises to
withstand daily use; keeping your toilet paper sanitary and
conveniently located.

Discover more...?
The NEW Robertson website is better than ever with improved usability, new navigation,
more functionality and a new world of inspiration just one touch away!

Mobile friendly

Simple navigation

With the ever-increasing trend of working on
the run we made it a priority to offer a great
experience whilst browsing by handheld devices
such as smartphones and tablets.

The refreshed website has been designed to
provide the ultimate user-friendly experience
with improved navigation. Simply start your
journey by browsing through Brand or Product
group to find the perfect products for your space.

We are here to help
You can view and purchase our products nationwide from our
supporting bathroom suppliers. To find your nearest location visit
ROBERTSON.CO.NZ and click on menu and then the ‘where to
buy’ link at the top of the page. Alternatively you can view products
at our Robertson Bathware Auckland Showroom at 25 Vesty Drive.

Request
our latest
brochure
Bursting with bathroom ideas, Issue
16 of our latest IDEAS brochure is a
treasure trove of innovative product
and great design. Request your
FREE copy now!

ideas@robertson.co.nz

25 Vestey Drive
Mt Wellington
Auckland 1060

PH:
+64 (0)9 573 0490
FAX:
+64 (0)9 573 0495
EMAIL: sales@robertson.co.nz

Showroom
Open Monday - Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
Not open Public Holidays

